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The paper studies the role of business relationships in the Romanian 
vegetable supply chain. The analysis reveals that informal contractual 
relationships are prevalent on the market while in many cases contractual 
enforcement is at stake. This situation leads to increased uncertainty in 
terms of what vegetable to produce and where to sell and it negatively 
impacts the farmers’ revenues and investment decision. The paper 
employs a qualitative analysis in order to assess the main vegetable 
commercialization channels including vegetable processing companies 
and the type of contractual relationship between parts. 
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1. ANALYSIS OF PRIMARY SECTOR 
 

The land area under vegetables accounted for 3.3% of total 
cultivated arable area in the year 2007.  At the European Union level, the 
share of area under vegetables is quite similar; the difference is that 
currently in Romania the consumption needs are not fully covered by the 
domestic resources. In the year 2007, the main cultivated vegetables were 
the following: tomatoes 18%, cabbage 17.7%, and dry onion 14%.  The 
individual holdings have the highest share of the cultivated areas in the vegetables 
sector (over 95%) (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Share of cultivated areas by types of holdings 
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The main problem farmers are facing is the non-execution of 
concluded contracts. Another problem is represented by imports, the quality 
of which is not rigorously checked at present. In many vegetables, 
production has a seasonal nature, and the products have to be consumed 
immediately after harvesting. That is why the prices greatly fluctuate 
throughout the year. In general, immediately after harvesting begins, prices 
go down fast. For example, the prices of tomatoes, eggplants and peppers 
may decrease by up to 50% in 2 weeks. 

As long as the area under heated glasshouses is low, the producers 
cannot benefit from the high prices during the winter; in this period of the 
year most of vegetables come from imports, mainly from Greece, 
Netherlands and Turkey. 

Storage 
The former vegetables and fruit enterprises are considered very 

important, but these are spaces to rent at present. The storage is very 
difficult and there are few storage premises. At present there are only a few 
storage units, which are not sufficient to cover the needs.  

As a result, it is extremely necessary to build up glasshouses and 
cold storage facilities for a specialized production.  
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Distribution and marketing  
The sale of production is the most difficult problem as no specific 

markets for the sale of vegetables production have been established. The 
vegetable farmers who produce low quantities of vegetables are obliged to 
lower the prices very much, which represents a disadvantage for those 
whose main activity is vegetable farming and earn a living from the sale of 
their production. The production sale is directly at the market place or 
directly at the farm gate through intermediaries.  

The vegetable farmers are threatened by the great hypermarkets as 
well as by the massive imports. On one hand, the great chain stores refuse to 
buy the products at a correct price, and on the other hand the imports 
represent an unjustified competition for the domestic production.  

“In the hypermarket networks we can see many fresh fruit and 
vegetables. Just imagine how many of these products come from other 
countries and include the financial support that the respective countries 
provide to producers in their selling price.  

“The lack of firm contracts and the production sale through 
intermediaries are the main problems we have to face. Now we sell peppers 
at 0.6 RON, and we find them at the market place at 3 RON. In this way 
both we and the consumers are disadvantaged”.  
 

2. ANALYSIS OF THE PROCESSING SECTOR 
 

There were about 450 companies in the fruit and vegetables industry 
in the year 2000 (NIS, 2001)*.  

A few foreign investments emerged in recent years. Despite this 
domestic and foreign private capital flow, the processed volume is very low. 
Certain processing plants (Contec, Tecuci) prefer to take tomato paste from 
China, which is not sufficiently controlled for its quality. At present, among 
the processing firms, 27 are recognized as prime-processors. 60 mil. euro 
has been invested so far in processing plants. The main problems these are 
facing are the following: Lack of an adequate supply of raw materials, in 
due time and under safe conditions. The percentage of ensuring raw 
materials in the case of vegetables is 60% in summer time and 15% in 
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winter time, and the deliveries are under decline. That is why it is necessary 
for the processing plants to get also involved in the production of raw 
vegetables, so as to ensure a supply of raw materials in due time, at the 
desired quality and quantity. At the same time, the share of vegetables sold 
for processing is very low. In most cases, the farmers supply the vegetables 
directly to the processing industry, with no intermediaries or traders.  

 
3. ANALYSIS OF THE MARKETING SECTOR 

 
Besides the processing sector, the distribution of fresh vegetables 

also implies the fruit and vegetables stores, the distribution activities of the 
private processors, a great number of private traders (intermediaries) as well 
as the supermarkets, to which unfortunately the producers declare that they 
do not have any access.  

Referring to the products traded through different channels, no 
accurate measurement can be made of the volume of commodities that are 
operated through different channels. The verbal information can only 
indicate certain approximate estimates. It is appreciated that more than half 
of the traded quantity of vegetables is sold to a great number of 
intermediaries. In general there are two ways: farm gate sales (that is mostly 
common) and the sale by the road side (street trade).  

Another problem the vegetable farmers are facing is the absence of a 
reliable production-marketing channel. The wholesale market was initially 
built up in order to support the small farmers to sell their products and to 
distribute the production at the production price. There is a central location 
in Berceni, with an area of 16 ha, and other six centers, of 3 ha each, based 
in different counties of Romania. The purpose was to take over the 
production from the farmers by different commodities. For example, 
potatoes and cabbage from the locality Brezoaiele, tomatoes, peppers and 
eggplants from Vidra, red peppers and eggplants from Moviliţa, melons, 
beans and fruit from Giurgiu.  

“At present, the Wholesale Market is under AVAS administration, 
all the products there are imported products, and the rent is extremely high 
for the Romanian producers, i.e. about 2000 euro/month/stall”.  

Another marketing modality is the direct sale to stores and 
supermarkets. This marketing modality is based upon the daily demand 
from the retail stores. No formal contracts are concluded with the stores and 
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supermarkets (e.g.Mega Image). As regards the supermarkets, very few 
farmers can sell their products through this channel. It is estimated that less 
than 5% of the traded vegetables are sold in this way. The supermarkets ask 
for quality products in large quantities. Even when the farmers comply with 
these conditions, the supermarkets refuse to conclude contracts. “We even 
signed the contract with the French, accepting all their terms and conditions, 
and we have been waiting for a year to have this contract back. There is a 
slavery type of relation between the farmer and supermarket” (farmer 
Braila). Most of the active traders in vegetables sell vegetables on the local 
markets themselves. Others act as intermediaries between the farmers and 
the sellers on the local markets. As a result, the marketing structure is highly 
fragmented.  

 
4.  CONCLUSIONS  

 
This sector lacked a coherent strategy in the period 2000-2007, being 

characterized by the diminution of the capacity to face the competition 
market. At the same time, as a result of Romania joining the EU, its 
competitors from the EU both in the production and processing sector are 
testing the Romanian market; in case the Romanian sector is not able to get 
reorganized and benefit from the established intervention measures, it will 
not be able to face the strong competition coming from the Single Market 
and not only.  
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